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21. Rectified spirit shall be emptied forthwith into locked vessels in the spirit store of 

the Chemical works. The capacity of the Vessele and a distinetive number table shall be 

compiled to show the contents of each inch and tenth of an inch of its depth in Register in Form 

M.C.I. Excise Ticket locks shall be placed on the train doors and discharge cocks of such vessels. 

The officer-in-charge must take the dip in each store vessel once every time the spirit is issued as 

check on loos or abstruction. The dip thus taken must be entered in diary in Form M.C.16 and 

the prescribed account in Form M.C.I. Each such vessel shall be fixed and gauged and shall be 

marked with words “Rectified Spirit-store vessel”. 

 22. The charging and discharging pipes of spirit store vats, and all vessels used for the 

storage of spirit, all main doors of such vats or vessels, and the doors of spirit store, laboratory, 

ware house shall be so fitted as to enable them to be closed with two looks, the key for which are 

not interchangeable, and of which one lock shall be a revenue lock (Ticketted) in the charge of 

the officer-in-charge of chemical works and the other in the charge of the approved 

manufacturer. The keys of all the revenue locks shall be kept by the officer-in-charge in whose 

absence no doors or vessels in the chemical works shall be unlocked or remain unlocked. 

 23. Any distilling or converting apparatus which may be erected shall be locked with 

ticketed locks, and the reservoir, trap vessels, works, etc. in which portable spirit may be 

contained or received shall be so constructed as to prevent abstruction of spirit before the officer-

in-charge has taken an account of it. 

 24. No spirit shall be removed from any store vessel until an account of the quantity 

and strength has been taken by the officer-in-charge. 

 25. Whenever any preparation is to be manufactured, the spirit required for such 

preparation shall be obtained from the spirit store for the manufacture of particular preparation. 

The spirit thus obtained shall be added without delay in the presence of the officer-in-charge to 

the respective material to be treated, and to every percolator on other vessel in which the spirit is 

placed, there shall be attached a label in Form M.C.8 showing the description of the preparation 

the date with the quantity and strength of all spirit placed in it from time to time and the date on 

which any of the finished products were removed to stock with the quantity so removed. 

 26. When any preparation is to be manufactured the drug/material to be treated should 

be weighed and added, in the presence of officer-in-charge, in the spirit. The label M.C.8 to be 

attached on every percolator or other vessel must show the quantity and description of the drug/ 

material added to the spirit according to the standard shown in the British Pharmacopoeia. A 

certificate to the effect that full quantity of the drug/material has been added to the spirit for the 

manufacture of particular preparation shall be appended both by the manufacturing chemist and 

officer-in-charge in the register of operation in form M.C.3 and in the diary in form M.C.16. 

 27. Spirit recovered from residues shall be either: 
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(a) transferred to a gauged and locked vessels kept for the purpose and then 

removed for use as required; or 

(b) used atonce in continuation of the process for which it was obtained; or 

(c) destroyed in the presence of the officer-in-charge who shall certify in red 

ink in the diary in Form M.C.16 its quantity and apparent strength, except 

where the quantity exceeds one gallon in which case the previous opproval 

of the Excise Commissioner shall be obtained; or 

(d) kept for use in some special way approved by the Excise Commissioner. 

 28. If it is not intended to recover from the residues the contained spirit, the residues 

must be destroyed in the presence of officer-in-charge who will record this as directed in rule 27. 

 29. In cases in which it is necessary to use some quantity of the finished preparation 

instead of, or in addition to, rectified spirit, the quantity so required shall be taken from the ware-

house and added in the presence of the Officer-in-charge without delay to the materials to be 

treated. Such quantity shall be shown separately in columns 2,3 and 4 of Form M.C.3 with a 

reference to the number of the batch from which it was taken and on the label attached to the 

percolator or other vessel. It shall also be show in Form M.C.4, the entry in column 8 being 

“used in manufacture of …………………”. It shall, however, be deducted from the monthly 

total of column 10 of Form M.C.3 since the spirit contained in is replaced in stock and is not 

shown as issued in Form M.C.7. 

 

30. (1) The finished preparations shall be kept separate from those in the course 

of preparation and be stored in a separate store room approved for the storage of 

finished preparation, called “the ware-house”. The door of the ware-house must 

be fastened with excise ticked locks. The “ware-house for bonded medicinal and 

other preparations” must be painted on the door in which these preparations are 

allowed to be stored, Similarly the word “Spt store” and “Laboratory” shall be 

painted on the doors of the rooms set apart, as such. 

  (2) Finished preparation may be stored.--- 

(a) in bulk in Jars or bottles containing not less than one quart gallon 

(40 fluid ounces); or 

(b) stored ready for issue in bottles of not less than two fluid ounces 

capacity. 
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(3) Every preparation stored in bulk must be measured into the storage vessels 

to the nearest fluid ounces by the Officer-in-charge who must then close and seal 

the vessel with his official seal. 

(4) The description, quantity and true strength of the preparation must then be 

recorded on a label in Form M.C.8 by the approved manufacture or his agent and 

each label must also bear the distinctive aerial number corresponding with the 

number entered in the prescribed register (Form M.C.3). 

(5) In the case of preparations stored in bulk, the label on every vessel must 

be signed and dated by the officer-in-charge. 

(6) when any of the contents of a vessel referred in sub-rule 2 (a) has been 

removed, the officer-in-charge must enter on the label attached thereto the 

quantity taken out and the number of disposal with his signature and date finished 

preparations shall only be removed from the ware-house in accordance with an 

application in Form M.C.6. the approved manufacture, must state in Form M.C.6 

the number of bottles or Jars in which each preparation is contained and the bulk 

quantity to be removed. 

(7) Sub-rule (4) must be followed in respect of preparations referred to in sub-

rule 2 (b), but the contents of bottles are to be checked at the time of issue 

according to the following scale;--- 

(a) Whenever the number of bottles in any consignment does not 

exceed 100, the officer-in-charge is to measures one in every 25 

and fraction of 25 up-to 50 and one in any remaining number upto 

100. 

(b) When the number exceeds 100, three bottles are to be measured in 

the first 100 and one in every 50 and fraction of 50. A large 

proportion should be measured, should the officer-in-charge 

consider it necessary. The officer-in-charge must certify in Form 

M.C.6 the number of bottles issued, and how many were checked 

on measurement. Only standard gallon measures and graduated 

glass measures, approved by the excise Commissioner are to be 

used in gauging preparations. 

(8) When the finished products are removed to the ware-house, the officer-in-

charge shall forthwith report the removal of the preparations to the District Excise 

and Taxation Officer who may at any time obtain the samples and amount of 

medicines contained therein so as to ensure that the preparation conform to the 

B.P. standard. 
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(9) If analyses show the preparations below B.P. standard, the District excise 

and Taxation Officer shall forthwith submit his report along with the report of the 

Government Laboratory to the Collector who on examination of the case shall 

forward it to the excise commissioner with his recommendations either to cancel 

the licence in Form M.C.12 and forfeit the secuirity or to impose penalty not 

exceeding one lac rupees  

 31. Sample of any finished preparation may at the time of it removal to the ware-

house be taken for dispatch to the Chemical examiner or any other authority appointed by 

Government in this behalf for analyses and test of the amount of proof spirit contained therein. 

Not less than 25 percent of the preparations issued from the Chemical works the month should 

thus be sampled. The officer-in-charge is responsible for ensuting that not less than this 

percentage of issues is sampled monthly. The following procedure shall be observed in sampling 

the preparations. 

  (i) A sample shall not be less than three fluid ounces. 

(ii) Every sample must be taken, in duplicate, personally by the officer-in-

charge. The cork of every bottle must be sealed by him with a revenue seal 

and the name of every preparation must be stated on a label affixed to each 

bottle. The duplicate sample should be kept under excise locks until the 

result of analyses has been received unless specially asked for by the 

Chemical Examiner or the authority to replace the original samples or to 

repeat an analyses, Duplicate samples to which no further reference can be 

needed may be returned to the approved manufacture. 

(iii) The sample must be placed in a case and securely fastened with tape or 

wire provided by the approved manufacturer and be sealed by the Officer-

in-charge with a revenue seal and delivered without delay at the expenses 

of the approved manufacturer to the Chemical examiner or any other 

authority appointed by Government in this behalf. 

(iv) An advice letter in Form M.C.9 must be dispatched to the Chemical 

examiner or authority at the same time. 

 32. The approved manufacturer must submit, if required samples of all or any of his 

medicinal preparations to the Chemical Examiner or such medical officer as Government may 

designate for test, and must agree to abide by any rules drawn up by the medical officer of 

Government authorised in this behalf with a view to ensuring the efficacy and purity of the 

medicinal preparations produced in the Chemical works. 

 33. At the time of issue the approved manufacturer shall declare the strength of 

finished preparations and all calculations of duty on rectified spirit contained in finished 
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preparation from the ware-house shall be made according to the strength declared by the 

approved manufacturer, unless the result of the chemical examiner has been received before 

issue. If the strength of sample actually found by the Chemical Examiner does not exceed the 

declared strength by three degrees, then no correction need to made in the strength of the 

preparations shown in the registers, but if the actual strength exceeds the declared strength by 

more than three degrees, then the strength of the preparations as well as the quantity shown in 

proof gallons shall be corrected accordingly. A surcharge of duty shall be levied in the latter case 

if any issues has been allowed from the particular batch before the receipt of the Chemical 

examiner’s report. No refund will be allowed if the strength declared by the approved 

manufacturer is found higher than the actual strength reported by the Chemical examiner. At the 

close of each month the officer-in-charge  shall make a list giving the name of the preparations 

number of gallons manufactured, batch number, declared strength found on analysis during the 

month in regard to which the strength found by the Chemical Examiner exceeded the declared 

strength over three degrees. The list shall be sent by the District Excise and Taxation Officer 

immediately to the Collector who may impose a penalty to the extent of ten times the short age 

of duty on the quantity manufactured. 

SECTION-D--- ISSUE OF TINCTURES, EXTRACTS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS 

 34. (1) An account of all medicinal or other preparations received into and issued 

from the ware-house shall be maintained in Form M.C.4 and M.C.7 respectively. All issues shall 

be made only on application by the approved manufacturer in Form M.C.6. The Officer-in-

charge, after satisfying himself that the amount of duty can be met from advance duty paid into 

the treasury as per duty register in Form M.C.15 (rule 36), shall issue the preparations applied for 

and shall grant transport or export pass in Form M.C.14 appended to these rule in accordance 

with the provisions contained in the 
1
[Khyber Pakhtunkhwa] Prohibition Rules, 1949; provided 

that the issue of manufactured drugs other than prepared opium shall further be subject to the 

provision of the West Pakistan Dangerous Drugs rules, 1958, and orders and notifications issued 

in this behalf from time to time. 

  (2) The issue of medicinal spirituous from the Chemical work shall only be 

made to be licensed vendors holding license in Form 20 and 21 granted by the Health 

Department. 

  

                                                           
1
 Subs.by the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Act No. IV of 2011. 
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